Abstract Jupiter's X-ray auroral emission in the polar cap region results from particles which have undergone strong field-aligned acceleration into the ionosphere. The origin of precipitating ions and electrons and the time variability in the X-ray emission are essential to uncover the driving mechanism for the high-energy acceleration. The magnetospheric location of the source field line where the X-ray is generated is likely affected by the solar wind variability. However, these essential characteristics are still unknown because the long-term monitoring of the X-rays and contemporaneous solar wind variability has not been carried out. In April 2014, the first long-term multiwavelength monitoring of Jupiter's X-ray and EUV auroral emissions was made by the Chandra X-ray Observatory, XMM-Newton, and Hisaki satellite. We find that the X-ray count rates are positively correlated with the solar wind velocity and insignificantly with the dynamic pressure. Based on the magnetic field mapping model, a half of the X-ray auroral region was found to be open to the interplanetary space. The other half of the X-ray auroral source region is magnetically connected with the prenoon to postdusk sector in the outermost region of the magnetosphere, where the Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) instability, magnetopause reconnection, and quasiperiodic particle injection potentially take place. We speculate that the high-energy auroral acceleration is associated with the KH instability and/or magnetopause reconnection. This association is expected to also occur in many other space plasma environments such as Saturn and other magnetized rotators.
Introduction
Jupiter is the brightest X-ray emitting planet in our solar system, and the most intense X-ray source region at Jupiter is the polar auroral region [Bhardwaj and Gladstone, 2000; Bhardwaj et al., 2007, and references therein] . The X-ray emission from Jupiter's polar region was discovered by the Einstein X-ray satellite [Metzger et al., 1983] . Recent space telescopes have investigated its spectra and time variability. Using imaging by the high resolution camera (HRC) onboard Chandra X-ray Observatory (CXO), Gladstone et al. [2002] indicated the origin of the auroral X-rays is confined to a "hot spot" in the polar cap region. The hot spot pulsed with a period of~40 min. This periodicity was not unambiguously detected in more recent observations [Branduardi-Raymont et al., 2004 , 2007 Elsner et al., 2005] . MacDowall et al. [1993] and McKibben et al. [1993] discovered 40 min periodic radio bursts (quasiperiodic (QP) bursts) emitted from the polar region in the same phase with relativistic electron outbursts at > 8 MeV. MacDowall et al.
These polar X-ray and radio emissions are suggestive of energetic upward and downward particle acceleration in the polar cap region that can be driven by the external solar wind condition. A day-to-day variability is expected for the X-ray aurora. Hui et al. [2010] showed evidence for temporal variability in auroral spectra depending on observation date. However, there have been no long-term continuous observations by X-ray telescopes that can reveal the timescale of solar wind-induced variability in X-rays.
Einstein, CXO, and XMM-Newton made spectral measurements of Jupiter's X-ray aurora [e.g., Metzger et al., 1983; Elsner et al., 2005; Branduardi-Raymont et al., 2004 , 2007 . Auroral spectra are dominated by soft X-ray emission at < 2 keV. These spectral measurements indicate strong soft X-ray emission around 0.5-0.8 keV energy band which is suggestive of the highly charged oxygen line emission at OVII and/or OVIII. Additional line emissions of highly charged sulfur and/or carbon were suggested at 0.25-0.35 keV [Elsner et al., 2005] . Above 2 keV, continuum emission is dominant and has been interpreted as electron bremsstrahlung [Branduardi-Raymont et al., 2004 , 2007 . Imaging spectroscopy using the Advanced Charge-Coupled Device Imaging Spectrometer (ACIS) onboard CXO showed that the soft X-rays below 2 keV are emitted from the polar cap region [Branduardi-Raymont et al., 2008] which is close to the hot spot discovered by Gladstone et al. [2002] . The hard X-rays above 2 keV have footprints on the planet coincident with the main oval emission in the ultraviolet (UV) wavelengths. The main oval emission is excited through the collisions of atmospheric hydrogen with precipitating energetic electrons associated with the magnetosphereionosphere coupling currents [e.g., Cowley and Bunce, 2001; Hill, 2001 ].
The soft X-ray radiative process of precipitating ions undergoing charge exchange with the neutral atmospheric particles has been numerically modeled [Kharchenko et al., 1998 [Kharchenko et al., , 2006 [Kharchenko et al., , 2008 Hui et al., 2009 Hui et al., , 2010 Ozak et al., 2010 Ozak et al., , 2013 Cravens et al., 1995 Cravens et al., , 2003 . Kharchenko et al. [1998 Kharchenko et al. [ , 2006 Kharchenko et al. [ , 2008 , Hui et al. [2009 Hui et al. [ , 2010 , and Ozak et al. [2010 Ozak et al. [ , 2013 modeled the X-ray spectral lines emitted via the collisional excitation between ions and neutrals based on the Monte Carlo simulation. From comparison of modeled synthetic spectra with the observed spectra, averaged ion energies are determined to line between 1 and 2 MeV/amu [Kharchenko et al., 2008] . Cravens et al. [2003] discussed two scenarios for the origin of the precipitating ions: the magnetospheric plasma on closed field lines and solar wind plasma on open field lines. A magnetospheric origin requires acceleration by at least an 8 MV field-aligned potential drop in order to account for the observed X-ray intensity and spectrum. A solar wind origin requires a smaller potential drop,~200 keV, for oxygen ions. The smaller potential drop in this case follows because the solar wind oxygen ions are in higher charge states than the magnetospheric oxygen ions. Cravens et al. [2003] concluded that the magnetospheric scenario is more likely than the solar wind scenario to account for the magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling theory, observed spectral features of the X-ray aurora, and proton auroral precipitation accompanying the oxygen precipitation. Some fitting of the modeled spectra to observed spectra indicated that the oxygen ion emission lines are dominant for soft X-ray, while there is no significant contribution by carbon lines [Hui et al., 2009 . This further suggests the precipitating ions originate from the magnetosphere rather than the solar wind because carbon ions are more abundant in the solar wind than in the magnetosphere.
Thus, previous works suggest that the energetic ions causing the X-ray aurora originate from the outermost region of the magnetosphere and/or interplanetary space where some acceleration driving mechanisms occur, possibly under the influence of the solar wind. However, this suggestion has not been tested observationally because there has been no long-term monitoring of the X-ray aurora over the weeks or months time scale associated with solar wind variability. A complete study also requires simultaneous monitoring of the outermost magnetospheric and solar wind variability.
Such long-term observations of Jupiter's X-ray aurora were carried out during a multiwavelength observing campaign for Jupiter's magnetosphere from 8 to 24 April 2014. CXO, XMM, Hisaki satellite, Suzaku, and other ground-based facilities monitored Jupiter's aurora, plasma torus, and radiation belts from X-ray to radio wavelengths. In the present study, we focus on the data sets from CXO, XMM, and Hisaki. CXO provides highly resolved X-ray images in order to determine the X-ray source location. XMM-Newton provides X-ray spectral imaging in order to investigate the ion auroral emission. Hisaki provides imaging spectra of the electron extreme ultraviolet (EUV) auroral emission. Temporal variability is extracted from each telescope's data set.
This study addresses day-to-day variability, spectral features, and source locations of the X-ray aurora based on the long-term observations compared with the modeled solar wind conditions for the first time. We discuss precipitation ion origin and acceleration mechanisms based on these long-term observations.
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The NASA JUNO mission is going to start in situ measurements in the polar magnetosphere after the Jupiter Orbit Insertion in the last half of [e.g., Bagenal et al., 2014 . The electromagnetic field and energetic particles directly measured by JUNO above the polar cap region will give us pivotal clues to the particle species and associated plasma microphysics of the energetic acceleration. This study complementally reveals the global distribution and long-term variability of the energetic acceleration based on remote monitoring of the X-ray and EUV auroras.
Data Set
The Chandra high resolution camera (HRC) [Murray et al., 2000] covers the 0.1-10 keV band, with spatial resolution of 0.4 arcsec (~1500 km at Jupiter's surface during this period), high time resolution, and an effective area of 227 cm 2 at 1 keV photon energy. Six exposures each with a duration of 40 ks were taken on 8, 10, 12, 15, 17, and 20 April 2014. In the present study the X-ray source distribution in the northern auroral region is analyzed. Data reduction of the northern auroral image and its temporal variability are described in the sections below.
The XMM-Newton European Imaging Camera (EPIC) PN detector [Strüder et al., 2001; Turner et al., 2001] performs imaging spectroscopy over the energy band 0.15-12 keV. The spatial resolution, as measured by the half energy width, is 15 arcsec, and the spectral resolution is 80 eV at 1 keV. Two exposures with a duration of 40 ks were performed on 15 and 20 April 2014, respectively. Data reduction of spectra and analysis of temporal variability are described in the sections 3 and 4.
The Extreme Ultraviolet Spectroscope for Exospheric Dynamics (EXCEED) [Yoshioka et al., 2013] onboard Hisaki measures EUV photons, which are combined into spatio-spectral images with 1024 × 1024 pixels with 10 min exposure time. The spectral range extends from 470 to 1530 Å. The total spatial resolution is 17 arcsec. The dumbbell-shaped slit with a width of 140 arcsec was positioned on the northern aurora during the present observing campaign. Hisaki observed Jupiter for 40 min out of every 100 min orbit, for the longest continuous period for the three space telescopes discussed here spanning an observation period spans from 10 to 24 April 2014. Time variations in the total emitted power at 900-1480 Å were extracted from the imaging spectra as described in Kimura et al. [2015] .
There was no solar wind monitor near Jupiter during the present observing campaign. We estimate the solar wind variation at Jupiter using a 1-D magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) model that propagates the solar wind measured at the vicinity of Earth [Tao et al., 2005] . Based on the solar wind observations by the Ulysses spacecraft, the accuracy of the arrival time of dynamic pressure pulses with large amplitudes of > 0.25 nPa was found to be within 48 h when |ΔΦ| < 50°, where ΔΦ is the Earth-Sun-Jupiter angle. In the present study, ΔΦ is estimated to be 85-99°from 8 to 24 April, suggesting the uncertainty in the arrival time to be larger than 48 h.
Imaging and Spectroscopy of X-ray Aurora
The X-ray source distribution in the northern auroral region is measured by HRC. X-ray positions measured in the detector frame are converted to the Jupiter-centered frame as indicated in Figure 1a . Then these events are mapped onto Jupiter's surface using the method described by Elsner et al. [2005] . Figure 1b is located at the northern auroral region aligned with Jupiter's equator. The auroral X-ray photons from the green-framed region are extracted for spectral analysis. The green circle in Figure 1b indicates the background region from which photon count rate and spectra of the solar radiation are extracted for the background noise reduction.
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Figure 2 is a polar plot of the auroral photons detected in the Northern Hemisphere, where the background colored contours indicate the magnitude of the magnetic field strength. The field strength is provided by the internal field VIPAL model [Hess et al., 2011] . Orange, blue, and white lines indicate footprint latitudes for the magnetic shells that correspond to equatorial radii of 15, 30, and 120 Rj (Rj: Jovian radii, 71,492 km), respectively. Mapping of these radial distances to the polar ionosphere was performed using the flux equivalence mapping model developed by Vogt et al. [2011 Vogt et al. [ , 2015 . As reported in previous observations by Gladstone et al. [2002] , Elsner et al. [2005] , and Branduardi-Raymont et al. [2008] , most of the X-ray photons are confined in the spot-like region at higher latitudes than the footprint latitude of the magnetic shell corresponding to 30 Rj. The latitudes corresponding to 30 Rj are close to the main UV auroral oval that is magnetically connected to the middle magnetosphere. Based on the equatorial mapping which will be described in section 5, we conclude that the X-ray source region is magnetically connected with the outer region of the magnetosphere.
We morphologically divide the northern auroral hot spot into two regions. In the "core" region where 54% of the total auroral photons are concentrated within a small circle centered at 165°in System III (SIII) longitude and 65°in latitude with a 6.5°radius on Jupiter's surface, indicated by the red points in Figure 2 . The "halo" region which surrounds the core region, containing 46% of the total auroral photons within an annulus centered at 170°in SIII longitude and 69°in latitude with a 15°outer radius and 6.5°inner radius, indicated by the blue points in Figure 2 .
We extract X-ray spectra of the northern aurora from the EPIC-pn imaging spectral data. The Jupiter-centric EPIC-pn image is shown in Figure 1b . A green rectangle is centered on Jupiter's north pole. The long side of the green rectangle is parallel to Jupiter's equator. Photons from within the green rectangle are dominated by the X-ray aurora. Due to the 15 arcsec angular resolution of the EPIC-pn, the solar X-rays reflected from Jupiter's disk contaminate the auroral spectra. For the 2003 observation, Branduardi-Raymont et al. [2007] estimated the contamination at 7.8%. We regard this estimate as approximately valid for the present case because of the similar phase in solar activity. The EPIC-PN detector is sensitive to cosmic rays that mimic X-ray events and is responsible for the background noise. The total background count rate and spectra are estimated using the area within the green circle in Figure 1b , rescaled to the area of the auroral region and subtracted from the auroral count rate and spectra. The diffuse X-ray sky background is also included in the total background but not in the auroral image because Jupiter's disk occults the sky. Due to this effect, the background-subtracted auroral count rate is underestimated due to the sky background. However, this underestimation does not affect investigation of the day-to-day relative variability in the X-ray count rate.
The background-subtracted auroral spectra are plotted in Figure 3 . The 15 April spectrum ( Figure 3a ) peaks at 0.5-0.9 keV, suggestive of the oxygen lines found in Branduardi-Raymont et al. [2004 , 2007 and Elsner et al. [2005] . The 20 April spectrum ( Figure 3b ) peaks at 300-400 eV. This photon energy band corresponds to the emission lines of sulfur and carbon [Elsner et al., 2005] . A Gaussian line at 570 eV and the VAPEC model, which is a collisional equilibrium plasma emission model implemented in the astronomical X-ray spectral fitting tool XSPEC [Arnaud, 1996] , are fitted to the observed spectra to estimate the photon flux, as indicated by the black solid lines Figure 2 . Polar plot of the source location of the X-ray photons in the System III coordinates where the background colored contours indicate the magnitude of the magnetic field strength. The X-ray events were extracted from the full HRC data set in 8-20 April during the Jupiter observing campaign. The field strength is provided by the VIPAL model [Hess et al., 2011] . The x axis is in the meridian plane at System III longitude of 90°, and the y axis is in the meridian plane of 0°. Interval of the latitudinal grids is 10°. The orange, blue, and white lines indicate latitudes from which magnetic field lines map to radial distances of 15, 30, and 120 Rj in the equatorial magnetosphere, respectively. Mapping of these radial distances to the polar ionosphere was done using the flux equivalence mapping model by Vogt et al. [2011 Vogt et al. [ , 2015 . Subsolar longitude in the model is set to 180°. Red points indicate the core region where the photon density is the highest. Blue points indicate from the halo region, where the photons are more sparse, surrounding the core region. 20 April, respectively. These energy fluxes correspond to the total radiated power of 0.89 and~0.59 GW in this analysis period. The total radiated power is within the typical range 0.4-1.0 GW reviewed by Bhardwaj et al. [2007] . There is a weak peak around 1.4 keV on 15 and 20 April, suggestive of Mg XI line at 1.35 keV as indicated by Branduardi-Raymont et al. [2007] . This could be solar photons reflected at Jupiter's disk region.
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Day-To-Day Variability in EUV and X-Ray Aurora
We now turn to time variability of the X-ray auroras. For the CXO images, we extracted count rates from the entire region of the northern hot spot, including both the core and halo regions. For the XMM images, we extracted count rates from the northern polar region for the energy bands 0.5-0.7 keV, which includes the oxygen ion lines, and 0.3-0.5 keV, which includes the carbon and sulfur lines. Figure 4 displays the time variations in EUV and X-ray aurora and in the solar wind. We extracted the 900-1480 Å EUV emission power, in 10 min intervals, from the EXCEED data using the method described by Kimura et al. [2015] . We restricted this analysis to times when the central meridian longitude (CML) for the Hisaki spacecraft fell in the interval 100°-250°. This restriction removes modulation at Jupiter's rotation period. The CXO-HRC core and halo count rates shown in Figure 4b are averaged over each~40 ks observation. The XMM-Newton/EPIC-pn count rates shown in Figures 4c and 4d are also averaged over~40 ks. Error bars in these X-ray count rates correspond to 1 sigma value evaluated by the Poisson statistics.
The EUV auroral total power (Figure 4a) shows gradual variations on a timescale of a few days with peaks on day 101, 105, 107, and 109. Kimura et al. [2015] suggested that increases are associated with the compression of the magnetosphere by a dynamic pressure enhancement. The increases on days 101, 105, 107, and 109 arẽ 150,~100,~200, and~400 GW, respectively, above the emission levels during periods when the solar wind is quiet. Over~2 days emission levels decayed down to quiet levels. The UV and infrared (IR) auroral intensities have been reported to vary in response to compression by the solar wind [e.g., Baron et al., 1996; Pryor et al., 2005; Nichols et al., 2007 Nichols et al., , 2009 Clarke et al., 2009; Kimura et al., 2015] . The peaks, followed by the decays, on day 107 and 109 appear to be associated with the adjacent compressional regions arriving on days The CXO/HRC auroral core data shown in Figure 4b (red circles) exhibit variability of a factor~4 over a 10 day period. The count rate gradually decreases from the highest value of 0.0015 counts/s on day 100 to the lowest value of 0.0004 counts/s on day 110 and is positively correlated with the simulated solar wind velocity. We estimate the cross-correlation coefficient (CCC) for the core count rate and solar wind velocity. In this analysis, the solar wind velocity is averaged over ±48 h from the count rate measurement time to take the 48 h uncertainty in the solar wind arrival time into account. For correlation with time lags, the core count rate is temporally lagged before the averaging. CCC reaches +0.94 when the time series of the count rate are lagged by 27 h. Magnitude of this CCC is the largest value for time lags from À48 to +48 h. The 27 h time lag is significantly less than the 48 h uncertainty in the solar wind arrival time. Figure 5a is a scatterplot of the X-ray count rate and solar wind velocity for CCC = +0.94. The error bars in the velocity are standard deviations of the time series that span ±48 h from the count rate measurement time. The error bars in the count rate are estimated based on the photon statistics the same as in Figure 4 . The positive gradient of data points is significant with respect to the estimated errors. We conclude the core count rate is positively correlated with the solar wind velocity with a time lag less than the solar wind arrival uncertainty.
The correlation of the core count rate with the dynamic pressure is shown in Figure 5b . The largest magnitude CCC is estimated to be +0.48 with a time lag of 36 h. The time lag is significantly less than the 48 h solar wind uncertainty. However, the positive gradient of data points does not exceed the estimated error bars, which is suggestive of insignificant correlation.
The count rate for the halo region also appears weakly correlated with the solar wind parameters. The variability in the count rate is weaker (0.0006-0.0011 counts/s). The largest magnitude CCC of the halo with the solar wind velocity is +0.89 of which gradient significantly exceeds the error bars as shown in Figure 5c but with a larger time lag of 48 h. In view of the time lag for the solar wind velocity compared with a~48 h arrival time accuracy, we consider the correlation of the halo with the solar wind velocity is less convincing than the core count rate. Figure 5d indicates that the correlation of the halo count rates with the dynamic pressure is insignificant as well as the core. The largest magnitude CCC is +0.45 with a lag of 46 h. 
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The XMM-Newton/EPIC-pn oxygen band count rate (0.5-0.7 keV) shown in Figure 4c shows a decrease from 0.018 counts/s on day 106 to 0.01 counts/s on day 110, a change of 44%. This decrease of 8 × 10 À3 counts/s is significantly larger than the estimated error of 9 × 10 À4 counts/s. Although we have only two EPIC-pn data points, this decrease is consistent with the CXO/HRC count rate decreases for the core and halo. The EPIC-pn count rate in the carbon and sulfur band at 0.3-0.5 keV shows a smaller decrease from 0.0092 counts/s on day 106 to 0.0060 counts/s on day 110, a change of 35%. This decrease is 3.2 × 10 À3 counts/s, which is also larger than the estimated error of 0.8 × 10 À3 counts/s.
Local Time Distribution of the Source Field Lines
The 0.4 arcsec HRC spatial resolution enables accurate X-ray source locations. Using the Vogt et al. [2011, 2015] flux equivalent mapping model, we determined the equatorial mapping of the northern auroral X-rays. The flux equivalence model requires that the magnetic flux through a given region in the ionosphere equals the magnetic flux trough the region to which it maps in the magnetosphere. Conserving Figure 5 . Scatterplots of the X-ray count rates and solar wind parameters. (a) The core count rates as a function of the solar wind velocity. The solar wind velocity is averaged over ±48 h from the count rate measurement time. The error bars in the velocity are standard deviations of the time series that span ±48 h from the count rate measurement time. The error bars in the count rate are estimated based on the photon statistics. The core count rate is temporally lagged by 27 h when the magnitude of CCC is the largest for time lags from À48 to +48 h. The largest magnitude CCC is displayed above the scatterplot with the time lag. Figure 6 . The distribution of mappings of CXO/HRC X-ray events on the equatorial plane in JSE coordinates. Red and blue crosses indicate the closed field lines corresponding to the core and halo regions, respectively. The Xray source field lines are mapped based on the flux equivalence mapping model by Vogt et al. [2011 Vogt et al. [ , 2015 . The solid red line indicates the nominal location of magnetopause as modeled by a quadratic curve defined in Joy et al. [2002] . The magnetosphere is assumed to be an uncompressed with a solar wind dynamic pressure of 0.04 nPa.
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this equivalence, the mapping of the magnetic flux tube is iteratively carried out from the inner magnetic shell at Ganymede's orbit (15 Rj) to the outermost radial distance of 150 Rj. Due to the high latitude of the X-ray aurora, some photons map to distances outside the Joy et al. [2002] uncompressed magnetopause for a dynamic pressure of 0.04 nPa. Figure 6 shows the distribution of equatorial mappings in Jupiter-Sun-Ecliptic (JSE) coordinates for the 49% of X-rays that map inside the magnetopause. The other 51% map to open field lines beyond the magnetopause and therefore are not shown in Figure 6 . Red and blue crosses correspond to the core and halo regions, respectively. X-rays from the core map are very close to the nominal location of the magnetopause in the prenoon to postdusk sector. X-rays from the halo region show a broader distribution over the region from close to Jupiter to the outermost regions of the magnetosphere, from the nose at noon (~90 Rj) to the distant tail region (~100 Rj) in the postdusk sector. Figure 7 shows the local time (LT) distribution of the X-ray mapping into the equatorial plane. We exclude mappings onto field lines beyond 90 Rj. This is because these field lines are not closed at all LT: e.g., the field lines beyond 90 Rj in the noon sector are open and do not map to the equatorial plane. This exclusion reduces any bias due to the mapping capability of the model. Figure 7a shows stacked histogram distributions in LT of the closed field lines for the halo (blue) and core (red), respectively. Both the halo and core region are significantly populated in the prenoon to dusk sector with the peak at LT 12-13. Figure 7b shows the LT distribution of the X-ray occurrence probability. The black broken line histogram is the cumulative observation time as a function of LT, which is normalized by the peak value at LT 12-13. The cumulative time is evaluated as follows: (1) The visible time of the polar cap region is temporally integrated over the observation period. (2) The distribution of the visible time in the polar cap is mapped onto the equatorial plane. (3) The mapped visible time is spatially integrated over radial distances at 15-90 Rj at each LT sector. There is significant cumulative observation time even in the midnight sector (e.g., 35% of the maximum visible time in LT 0). This is because the entire northern polar cap region is visible from the observer when Jupiter's magnetic north pole faces toward the observer. The observer direction approximately corresponds to the Sun's direction in this analysis period. Thus, footprints of the all LT sector are visible for the observer as indicated in Figure 9 of Vogt et al. [2011] . The occurrence probabilities for the halo and core are given by dividing the number of the source field lines by the cumulative observation time. These probabilities are shown as blue and red histograms in Figure 7b . These occurrence probabilities are normalized by the peak values at LT 12. The noon-to-dusk population is clearly larger than the dawn population. These statistics indicate that the X-ray source field lines are more populated at dusk than at dawn. LT distribution of the occurrence probability for the halo and core. The black broken line is the cumulative observation time for each local time sector normalized by the peak value at LT 12. Filled blue and red histograms are the occurrence probabilities of the halo and core, respectively, with the core histogram stacked on the halo histogram. These histograms are calculated by dividing the histogram from Figure 7a by the cumulative time. Each value is normalized by the sum of halo and core probabilities at LT 12-13.
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time is cumulated at each CML when the polar cap region is visible from the observer. In contrast to the LT statistics, Figure 8b shows that the cumulative observation time is restricted in the CML range of 60°-360°. This is because the north polar cap region is the most visible from the observer when the magnetic north pole faces toward the observer, approximately corresponding to CML~200°, whereas it is invisible around CML~20°when the magnetic north pole faces the antiobserver direction. The occurrence probabilities for the halo and core are populated in a range from 60°to 300°. From 60°to 150°when the polar cap region appears at the dayside from the nightside, sum of the occurrence probabilities increases from 0 up to 1. This accompanies the increase in the cumulative observation time from 0 to 0.75, which means that the polar cap region changes to frequently visible from completely invisible. We interpret the increase in the occurrence probability as the increase in apparent area of the X-ray source location seen from the observer. There could be the increase in the X-ray photon emission rate simultaneously with the apparent increase of the X-ray source area. However, this effect cannot be separated from the increase in the apparent area. From 150°to 270°when the entire polar cap region is in the dayside, the total occurrence probability decreases from 0.7 to 0.18. The cumulative observation time is constantly high (~0.78-1) which means that the polar cap region is constantly visible from the observer. This suggests that the decrease in the occurrence probability is not the apparent area decrease but decrease in the X-ray emission rate. In other words, the X-ray emission rate is likely modulated depending on Jupiter's rotation. From 270°to 360°when the polar cap region goes to the nightside from the dayside, the total occurrence probability decreases from 0.18 down to 0. The cumulative observation time decreases from 0.8 to 0.38, which means the decrease of visible area in the polar cap. The decrease in the occurrence probability can be interpreted that the X-ray emission rate decreases and/or the apparent area decreases.
Discussion
Temporal Variability
From the time variability shown in HRC data (Figures 4b and 5a) , we found that the count rate of the core X-ray auroral region is positively correlated with the simulated solar wind velocity, while the halo count rate is correlated with the velocity at lower significance. This makes sense since the core is magnetically connected with the boundary of the magnetosphere (see Figure 6 ), where the magnetosphere is easily affected by the solar wind variability than the closed region well inside the magnetosphere.
The EPIC-pn 0.5-0.7 keV count rate, mostly due to oxygen line emission, shows a gradual decrease over time. On the other hand, the EPIC-pn 0.3-0.5 keV count rate, presumably due to carbon and sulfur line emission, shows less variability. Based on imaging spectral observations by the ACIS onboard Chandra, Dunn et al. [2016] found the oxygen line dominates in the core region during the solar coronal mass ejection impact on Jupiter, while the sulfur and carbon lines dominate at lower latitudes. Although the particle origin of the oxygen emission is still unclear, Dunn et al. [2016] suggested that oxygen ions originating from either the magnetosphere and/or solar wind along the magnetospheric boundary will precipitate into the core region. Our study also implies the oxygen ions have variability possibly associated with the solar wind. The sulfur ions will originate from the outer magnetosphere along the field lines connected with the halo region.
Previous monitoring the day-to-day auroral variations in the radio, infrared (IR) and UV wavelengths reported the correlation with the dynamic pressure [e.g., Baron et al., 1996; Waite et al., 2001; Prangé et al., 2001 Prangé et al., , 2004 Gurnett et al., 2002; Nichols et al., 2007 Nichols et al., , 2009 Kimura et al., 2015] . Most of these studies associated this correlation with the magnetospheric compression by the interplanetary shock followed by the upward auroral current enhancement, corresponding to acceleration and precipitation of the magnetospheric electrons. This study now suggests that the core region emission is correlated with the solar wind velocity. If the core X-rays are emitted due to charge exchange between downward accelerated ions and atmospheric atoms, then the positive correlations of the core count rates with the solar wind velocity are suggestive of the auroral downward current associated with the solar wind velocity.
Saturn also has a corotation-powered magnetosphere, and Galopeau et al. [1995] and Cecconi and Zarka [2005] modeled the source location and periodicity in the intensity of Saturn's auroral kilometric radiation (SKR). They concluded that their results were consistent with the Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) instability, for which growth rate increases with increased velocity shear between flows inside and outside the magnetopause. In their picture, the sector containing the SKR source region is the same as the LT sector where the KH instability is theoretically viable. They found that the spatial extent of the KH viable region and its dependence on the solar wind velocity matches well with the observed beaming, periodicity, and spectrum. In the case of Jupiter, if the velocity shear at the magnetopause depends strongly on the solar wind velocity, then the positive correlation of the X-ray emission with the solar wind velocity is consistent with the theoretical growth rate of the KH instability. We therefore speculate that the core region X-ray emission is modulated by the upstream solar wind velocity and by velocity shear at the magnetospheric boundary region. In this case the precipitating oxygen ions could be from a mixture of the solar wind and magnetospheric plasmas. Figure 8 shows the dependence of the X-ray occurrence probability on CML: i.e., Jupiter's rotation. Although the variability is likely attributed to the visibility of the X-ray source area, the dependence of the X-ray emission rate on the rotation is also implicated. The dependence on the rotation has long been reported from the observations of QP bursts [MacDowall et al., 1993; Morioka et al., 2006; Kimura et al., 2008 Kimura et al., , 2010 Kimura et al., , 2012 . The rotation dependences of the X-ray and radio are suggestive of the auroral accelerations in the polar cap region organized by Jupiter's rotation.
Possible Driving Mechanism
We found that the X-ray source magnetically connects with the outermost region of the magnetosphere (Figure 2 ). In the equatorial plane, source field lines are populated from the prenoon to postdusk sector (Figures 6 and 7) . This prenoon to postdusk population is consistent with the observation fact that QP bursts and synchronized relativistic electron bursts have been observed at southern high latitudes (~À40°) around the dusk terminator [MacDowall et al., 1993] . Bonfond et al. [2011] reported that the pulsating UV aurora with 2-3 min period in the polar cap region is magnetically connected with the radial distances of 55-120 Rj at LT 10-18 h in the equatorial plane. We expect the source location of QP bursts, MeV electron bursts, and pulsating UV aurora coincide with that of the X-ray aurora. This prenoon to postdusk distribution is similar to the statistical local time distribution of the quasiperiodic MeV electron injections with 60 min period, which was recently found by Cassini in the middle to outermost region of Saturn's magnetosphere [Roussos et al., 2016] . This strongly suggests that both Jupiter's and Saturn's magnetospheres have similar energetic particle accelerations in the prenoon to postdusk sector. Further investigations of any quasiperiodicity in the X-ray and UV auroras at Jupiter compared to particle injections at Saturn could illuminate the potentially common acceleration process.
Theories have long predicted the KH instability at the dawn flank of Saturn's magnetosphere due to the larger velocity shear there than at the dusk [Galopeau et al., 1995; Cecconi and Zarka, 2005; Desroche et al., 2013] . However, the KH instability-like signatures have been actually detected at the duskside by in situ magnetic field measurements [ the azimuthal and radial magnetic field components that could be due to the KH instability were detected in the outermost region of Saturn's magnetosphere. Most of the events were found on the dusk flank, contrary to the theoretical expectation. Although there is still this discrepancy between the theoretical and observational LT location, the hybrid simulation carried out by Delamere et al. [2013] showed that the field-aligned currents and bidirectional field-aligned electron beams are significantly generated if the KH instability occurs. The KH-like events on the dusk flank at Jupiter could then generate polar auroral variations. However, more work is required to determine if the KH-like events can actually establish the field-aligned potential drops up to several megavolts as required by auroral theories [Cravens et al., 2003] .
The region where magnetopause reconnection is preferably excited was also predicted to be at the noon to dusk sector [Desroche et al., 2012] , under the condition that the plasma β value is~10 inside the magnetopause. The viable region was determined by the theoretical limit on steady reconnection formulated by Swisdak et al. [2010] . However, the efficiency of steady reconnection is theoretically reduced for large velocity shear at the reconnection site [Cassak and Otto, 2011] . This seems inconsistent with the correlation of the X-ray emission with the solar wind velocity as found in the present study.
This discrepancy could be resolved by intermittent reconnection. Bunce et al. [2004] proposed that the magnetopause reconnection under "fast" solar wind conditions can establish strong field-aligned currents and resultant field-aligned accelerations with several megavolt potential drop. This is consistent with fact that in the present study the core count rates are more sensitive to the solar wind velocity than the halo count rates. Observations and numerical simulations and observations for Earth [Raeder, 2006; McWilliams et al., 2000] demonstrated that intermittent reconnection occurs at the magnetopause. Badman et al. [2013] actually detected the existence of bursty magnetic reconnection at Saturn's magnetopause even though the plasma β value is statistically unfavorable for the large-scale magnetopause reconnection at Saturn [Masters et al., 2012b] . The KH vortices at the nonlinear stage can also induce localized reconnection [Masters et al., 2010] as already demonstrated for Earth's magnetosphere [Nykyri and Otto, 2001; Hasegawa et al., 2009] . We speculate that if the intermittent reconnection also takes place at Jupiter as well as Earth and Saturn, the auroral acceleration can accompany the X-ray emission.
Conclusion
Based on the multiwavelength observations by Hisaki, XMM, and Chandra, we characterize our results for Jupiter's X-ray aurora as follows:
1. The X-ray count rate from Jupiter's auroral region varies by up to a factor of 3-4 over a time scale of 12 days and is positively correlated with the solar wind velocity. 2. The X-ray count rates in the XMM-Newton/EPIC-pn data are dominated by the oxygen band (0.5-0.7 keV) emission with a variable contribution from sulfur/carbon band (0.3-0.5 keV). 3. Over half of the X-ray events trace onto open field lines, and events that trace onto closed field lines are located mainly in the prenoon to postdusk sector. 4. The closed X-ray source field lines are magnetically connected with the magnetopause and outermost magnetospheric region. From these observed characteristics, we conclude that 5. The driving mechanism of the X-ray aurora is associated with the magnetopause and outermost magnetospheric region where the KH instability, magnetopause reconnection, and/or quasiperiodic energetic particle injection takes place.
